
autoscan's Mobile Warehouse Management application is seamlessly
integrated with incadea.dms, ensuring smooth and efficient warehouse
management operations.
Let technology work for you and unleash the power of efficiency and
convenience in your warehouse workplace by scanning a barcode or QR code
using autoscan for incadea.dms.  

incadea presents a modern approach to technology, empowering OEMs,
importers and dealerships to accelerate business productivity and user
experience.

Let's build great customer experiences together.

By partnering with autoscan, we are excited to offer you an innovative scanner
solution for workshops, warehouses, and tire hotels. autoscan add-on is
valuable to our Dealer Management System (DMS) and will help you
streamline your operations and increase efficiency. 

Effective

Let technology work for you! 

Flexible IntegratedDigital Mobile Professional

autoscan for incadea.dms 



The autoscan Mobile Warehouse Management app is the perfect add-on
solution for warehouses using incadea DMS worldwide with their officially
supported scanner which integrates and simplifies tasks for parts staff in
workshops, warehouses, and tire hotels by advancing operational efficiency.
autoscan is the ultimate workplace tool designed specifically for parts handling
in various environments.  

This app allows you to perform various tasks efficiently by scanning a barcode
or QR code. It is compatible with modern devices and can automate multiple
steps in your parts management process chain, from incoming parts to picking,
physical inventory counting, and much more. Using autoscan, dealers can
eliminate errors and achieve a more efficient and streamlined workflow. 

Incoming goods handling>  Scan the shipment's barcode to start the incoming
goods check for any of the following: cockpit parts purchase receipts, import
costing documents, branch orders or sales orders. 

Stocking> autoscan safely guides you to put away received items and checks
for errors. 

Sales & Service Order Handling> autoscan displays all sales and service order
positions with quantities and shelf info and it grabs and scans items for
automatic picking and shipping. Alternatively, scan the order and item codes to
add them to service orders. Adjust the quantity if needed and select the service
job. You can also increase the quantity of existing items and more.  

Automatic posting, invoicing, and printing> autoscan records delivered
quantities and can activate automatic invoice creation and printing, saving
time.
 
Picking > autoscan enables wholesale fulfillment. Open all pickable positions for
service or sales orders, pick into temporary boxes, and flag incomplete positions. 

About autoscan  

Boost warehouse efficiency
with incadea.dms and
autoscan features:



Physical inventory>  The era of paper-based acquisition lists and error-prone
data entry is over. autoscan guides you through the acquisition list shelf by
shelf, always showing you where you are and where to go next. 

Items and locations> autoscan allows you to scan an item to open its
information, displaying details like available quantity, shelf (bin), and
reservation status. You can also print labels, remove shelf (bin) assignments,
and add items to requisition worksheets.  

Item transfer> To move an item to a different shelf (bin), scan the item and new
shelf (bin) codes. Move all or only stock items and set the new shelf (bin) if
needed. 

Location information> Scan the shelf (bin) to see all the items assigned to it
and their expected quantities. Optionally, you can remove an item's shelf
assignment or print shelf labels with a mobile printer. 
 
Tire hotel> Record tire data in Tire Hotel Orders including thread depths,
damages, and photos. Put tires into storage and keep your tire warehouse in
perfect order. Pick tires for the next service appointments you scheduled with
the Web Service Planner. 

incadea provides complete and integrated solutions that meet dealerships' needs now
and into the future. incadea wants our customers to be empowered by the most 

flexible  solutions in the industry, ready for whatever business challenges lie ahead.

Take the next Step.
For more information, please visit incadea's website 
www.incadea.com or contact incadea at info@incadea.com 
For autoscan pleasevisit https://autoscan.app/


